SLEEPING BUNNY

ALL SEAM ALLOWANCES ARE INCLUDED

#5 SLEEPING BUNNY
DRESS
ONE SIZE
CUT 1 SELF ON FOLD (FRONT)
CUT 2 SELF (BACK)
CUT 1 CONTRAST ON FOLD (FRONT)
CUT 2 CONTRAST (BACK)

#1 SLEEPING BUNNY
BODY
ONE SIZE
CUT 2 SELF

#2 SLEEPING BUNNY
EAR
ONE SIZE
CUT 4 SELF

#3 SLEEPING BUNNY
ARM
ONE SIZE
CUT 4 SELF

#4 SLEEPING BUNNY
LEG
ONE SIZE
CUT 4 SELF

#6 SLEEPING BUNNY
COLLAR
ONE SIZE
CUT 1 SELF
CUT 1 CONTRAST